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Culvert Replacement in Winter Conditions
Saskatchewan, Canada

Our purpose is to offer reliable and cost-effective solutions that fit the application. All information is intended to reduce cost and minimize
future maintenance expenses. The solutions
contained in this Field Report are in use today
with a proven track record of installation and
function.
Introduction
The Province of Saskatchewan Ministry of
Highways and Infrastructure has several culverts in their highway inventory, a large number
of which are failing as they are past their design
life. The Ministry explored cost-effective ways
to rehabilitate these culverts, instead of using
traditional dig and replace methods, and
hammering and jacking of steel liners.

Culvert inspected in the fall, showing invert
corrosion after cleanout

The Problem
Saskatchewan has a relatively short spring and
summer. Spring is wet and short with high
levels of runoff. Summer can have wet conditions, specifically around culverts. The fall is arid
so most culvert inspections occur at that time.
However, when a culvert that is inspected in the
fall is considered at risk of failure, repair or rehabilitation cannot wait until summer or next fall
and has to be completed in winter.
Conventional methods of excavating and
reinstalling culverts are not possible in the
winter. For these reasons, the Ministry needed
to find a method of relining culverts in the
winter before the spring thaw. For this project,
there were three failing 24-inch culverts that
needed to be relined. Each culvert was 135 feet
long.

Winter cleanout of culvert using heated water in a
rodder/jet hydrovac truck

The Solution Applied
PSI Technologies, a distributor of Snap-Tite
culvert lining pipe, with assistance from Snap-

Tite representative Mark Theetge, introduced
the Ministry to the Snap-Tite approach of relining culverts. Brian Taylor, vice president of business development at PSI Technologies, secured
the local demonstration project that involved
relining the three aforementioned failing culverts.

less expensive than traditional dig and replace
methods, it was also installed in the winter,
which is not possible using traditional methods.
About Snap-Tite®
• Meets AASHTO Standard M326 for rehabilitating culverts.
• Offers flexibility for insertion into misaligned
concrete or rusted deteriorated corrugated
metal pipe.
• Offers a safe method for installers and
doesn’t require traffic control.
• Tough but lightweight, the Snap-Tite joint
makes a solid water-tight mechanical connection that can be pushed or pulled.

Generally, as with any engineered system,
time and usage are needed to develop accepPipe ‘snapped’ together at the joint and installed
tance. We are pleased Snap-Tite has been well
received by numerous highway departments
The Snap-Tite solution involved relining the 24- coast to coast. We attribute this to the Snap-Tite
inch culverts with 20-inch high-density polyeth- system’s overall installation flexibility and its
ylene (HDPE) Snap-Tite pipe. Snap-Tite’s unique consistent successful results.
“snap” joint does not require a butt fusion
process to join the pipe, increasing the speed
For more information on Snap-Tite® please
and ease of installation. As each Snap-Tite pipe visit www.culvert-rehab.com.
length is slid into place, the male end is connected to the female end of the preceding pipe
section. The pipe, once slid inside of the old
culvert, is then grouted into place. The SnapTite joint also features a water tight gasket to
withstand the grouting application.
The Snap-Tite HDPE pipe proved to be an ideal
solution for the Western Canadian climatic
conditions. The lining project was completed in
February 2010.
“The customer is very happy with the overall
installation and project results,” said Taylor. “The
Saskatchewan Ministry of Highways and Infrastructure wants to reline additional culverts this
summer.”
Not only was the Snap-Tite solution 65 percent

Grouting, filling in the space between the new
liner and old culvert
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